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INTRODUCTION

Manta Rhei is an award winning PADI 5 Star Resort 

located in Labuan Bajo, Flores, Indonesia. 

We focus on top quality service, personal attention,

safety, comfort and environmental responsibility. 

 

Our focus on small groups means that we can focus

on each guest's needs individually. Our equipment is

well maintained, our staff is experienced, professional

and attentive, and every decision we make is based

on offering the best and safest experience possible

for our guests.

We pride ourselves in acting as a team and thinking of

each other as one big family! When there is work to

be done, we all work. This concept of “many hands”

makes work more manageable and allows us the extra

time for paying attention to the small details we pride

ourselves on.  Our shop is a well-oiled machine. We

warmly welcome you to our closely knit team

and aim to provide you with the best training possible

and prepare you fully for a career in the diving

industry.

 



COURSE

THEORY

The PADI Divemaster course with Manta Rhei is a program of 8 weeks divided between a 6

week long training and 2 weeks of on-hand experience as a Divemaster guiding certified divers.

The training itself covers all the aspects of what it takes to become a professional in diving. 

But what does it entail? Here's a quick overview.

One of the foundations of every professional lies in the theoretical knowledge of 

its subjets it wants to master. The theory of the divemaster course pushes you to learn diving

related matters in Physics, Biology, Physiology, Dive Compression Theory and more. This part

can be studied online or with a manual via Knowledge Reviews. At the end of your course

you will complete a multiple choice exam to test your knowledge.  

WATERSKILLS With these skills we test your stamina through different swim and snorkel

excercises that will be graded on time performance base.

ASSISTING COURSES

SKILL CIRCUIT The Skill Circuit goes back to the 24 Open Water Course skills.  

But now you will learn how to perfom those skills on a demonstration level. Helping you to

teach other divers performing those skills.

Assisting in courses is a pivotal part of your development as a 

Dive Professional. You must take part in at least one Open Water Course and one Continuing

education course which could be either an Advanced Course or a Rescue Course.



WORKSHOPS "If knowledge is not put into practise, it does not benefit one."

The workshops cover a variety of topics related to the Divemaster Course. :

Skin Diver│Deep Dive Scenario│Rescue Scenario│Discover Scuba Diving│Scuba Review

Discover Local Diving │ Mapping project│Emergency Plan│Equipment Exchange

Advanced Buoyancy │Search and Recovery│Equipment Care│Environmental Awareness

NITROX Although not an official part of the Divemaster course we add the Nitrox course 

to the program. All of our instructors and divemasters dive with nitrox on a daily basis to

reduce the nitrogen intake and to avoid feeling tired at the end of the diving day. 

Most of your the time of the course will be spent on our daily trip boat Yolande. 

She's big, she's practical but above all else, she's comfortable and relaxing. Yolande has a

length of 21 meters and 20 sitting spaces for divers with easy entry and exit from the boat.

When the boat is sailing  through the park everyone hangs out in the lounge area in the front

or in the beanbags and mattresses on the top deck. 



REQUIREMENTS

RESCUE AND EFR CERTIFICATION This is the minimum certification level in order
to start the course. It's always possible to sign up for this course before the divemaster program.

This course is an addition of 3 extra days to your Divemaster Course. 

40 LOGGED DIVES As with the Rescue course we can add this on top of the Divemaster 
course if you do not have 40 logged dives yet. 

MEDICAL STATEMENT Document signed by your physician that you are fit for diving.

EQUIPMENT We ask our students to bring their own fins, mask, compass, dive computer,

surface marker buoy and reel. The rest of the equipment can be rented at the dive center.



PRICES

DIVEMASTER COURSE

21.500.000 IDR
6 Weeks Training│2 Weeks Experience Guiding│All Meals on the boat│2 T-shirts

Nitrox Course│10% discount on merchandise│National Park Entrance Fees

DIVEMASTER CREW PACK

6.000.000 IDR
PADI Training and Theory Materials│Certification Fee

EQUIPMENT RENTAL

3.200.000 IDR
8 Weeks│BCD│Regulator│Wetsuit

RESCUE & EFR COURSE

8.000.000 IDR
3 Day Course│Dive Equipment Rental│Rescue & EFR Certification│All Meals on the boat

*National Park Tickets not included: 275.000 IDR per day

PRE-COURSE DIVING

1550.000 IDR Per Day
3 Dives│Dive Equipment Rental│All Meals on the boat
*National Park Tickets not included: 275.000 IDR per day



KNOW BEFORE YOU GO

VISAS It's required to have a visa when entering Indonesia. 

We recommend a social visa that allows you to stay in the country up to 8 weeks.

For more info: https://www.bali.com/visa-indonesia-entry-requirements-bali.html

ACCOMMODATION Labuan Bajo offers different types of accommodation.

Since your stay will be for 2 months we recommend looking for home-stays or

monthly rent in an apartment or house. Join the corresponding FB groups to navigate

the different options. We're always happy to help as well.

TRANSPORT Labuan Bajo is a small harbour town where pretty much everything

is walking distance on the main street. But it does have a lot of taxis and motorbike

taxis to go about town for reasonable prices. If you're interested in renting a motorbike

you can ask us for recommended places or people to rent from.

If you have more questions concerning the Divemaster course do not hesitate to ask us!

Vero Coates

+62 812 4623 2971

Info@Mantarhei.com


